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Preface

This documentation contains information about the Adabas Data Designer, together with details
of how to use it.

The following topic is covered:

Explains the main concepts behind Adabas Data Designer and describes how to
use it.

Adabas Data Designer
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Document Conventions

DescriptionConvention

Identifies elements on a screen.Bold

Identifies service names and locations in the format folder.subfolder.service,
APIs, Java classes, methods, properties.

Monospace font

Identifies:Italic

Variables for which you must supply values specific to your own situation or
environment.
New terms the first time they occur in the text.
References to other documentation sources.

Identifies:Monospace font

Text you must type in.
Messages displayed by the system.
Program code.

Indicates a set of choices from which you must choose one. Type only the information
inside the curly braces. Do not type the { } symbols.

{ }

Separates two mutually exclusive choices in a syntax line. Type one of these choices.
Do not type the | symbol.

|

Indicates one or more options. Type only the information inside the square brackets.
Do not type the [ ] symbols.

[ ]

Indicates that you can type multiple options of the same type. Type only the
information. Do not type the ellipsis (...).

...

Online Information and Support

Software AG Documentation Website

You can find documentation on the Software AG Documentation website at http://documenta-
tion.softwareag.com. The site requires credentials for SoftwareAG's Product Support site Empower.
If you do not have Empower credentials, you must use the TECHcommunity website.

Software AG Empower Product Support Website

If you do not yet have an account for Empower, send an email to empower@softwareag.comwith
your name, company, and company email address and request an account.

Once you have an account, you can open Support Incidents online via the eService section of
Empower at https://empower.softwareag.com/.
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You can find product information on the Software AG Empower Product Support website at ht-
tps://empower.softwareag.com.

To submit feature/enhancement requests, get information about product availability, and download
products, go to Products.

To get information about fixes and to read early warnings, technical papers, and knowledge base
articles, go to the Knowledge Center.

If you have any questions, you can find a local or toll-free number for your country in our Global
Support Contact Directory at https://empower.softwareag.com/public_directory.asp and give us
a call.

Software AG TECHcommunity

You can finddocumentation and other technical information on the SoftwareAGTECHcommunity
website at http://techcommunity.softwareag.com. You can:

■ Access product documentation, if you have TECHcommunity credentials. If you do not, you
will need to register and specify "Documentation" as an area of interest.

■ Access articles, code samples, demos, and tutorials.
■ Use the online discussion forums, moderated by Software AG professionals, to ask questions,
discuss best practices, and learn how other customers are using Software AG technology.

■ Link to external websites that discuss open standards and web technology.

Data Protection

SoftwareAGproducts provide functionalitywith respect to processing of personal data according
to the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Where applicable, appropriate steps are
documented in the respective administration documentation.
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Adabas does not provide the capability to work with long names for fields. In order to use long
names in Java applications, you first have to create a map file with the Adabas Data Designer.

The Adabas Data Designer is based on the Eclipse RCP and it's purpose is to:

■ Create views, which can be used to browse through Adabas data and read FDT information.
■ Create map definitions that contain long names instead of the two character short names of
Adabas.

The map files are stored as separate Adabas files independently from the associated FDTs; they
can also be in a separate database with a different database ID.

Note: One database can only contain onemapping file (namedData_Designer), but asmany
mappings as required. You can also have multiple mappings for one file. Please be aware
that changing, e.g. renaming, deleting or reloading with different entries, will not change
the mapping; in this case, it might be necessary to recreate the mapping.

Starting the Data Designer

The Data Designer is a Java rich client and uses Java 8 technology. The required Java 8 runtime
environment will be installed by the Software AG Installer. Please ensure that you set the correct
environment e.g. by sourcing the "sagenv.new" file from the bin subdirectory of your installation,
before you start the Designer for the first time. TheData Designer is started by calling the program
AdabasDataDesigner programonUnix/Linux platforms. OnWindows platforms, chooseSoftware
AG->Tools->Adabas Client for Java->Start the Adabas Data Designer from the Start Menu.

Note: OnWindows, this will start the Adabas Data Designer Console in the background as
a separate DOS box. Please don't close this DOS box, otherwise this will terminate the
Adabas Data Designer application as well.

Database Information

If any local databases are active, the Designer will display them in the left tree view Databases.
Open a view of the database by either double clicking on the database or by choosing the context
menuDatabase Info. You can display a list of loaded files by expanding the database tree view.
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Browsing Adabas Data

You can display the File Definition and the Adabas Data of an Adabas file by double clicking on
the specific file in the Databases tree view or by choosingData Browser in the context menu.
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You can browse any field of the Adabas file by selecting it in the "File Definition and Data" view.
Exceptions are fields of phonetic descriptors and referential integrity. For super descriptors, the
appropriate subfields are displayed. You can search for a field using Filter Fields, which is especially
useful for long FDTs.

The amount of data can be restricted either by using a start offset (ISN), specifying the number of
records to be read or by using a filter for the contents of a specific field.
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Creating Maps

Adabas does not support the capability to work with long names. In order to use long names in
Java applications, you need to create a map file first. Using maps in a Java application hides the
"classic" Adabas database ID/file number combination, i.e. Java applications can be developed
without further knowledge about the DBID or FNR information.

The Data Designer provides two ways to create a map file:

1. Create a map file definition for an existing Adabas file already loaded into the database:

a. Add map definitions by hand;

b. Load definitions from an external file.

2. Create a map definition in combination with a new Adabas file definition table:

a. Add map and field definitions by hand;

b. Load the map and Adabas field definitions from an external file.

Create Map Dialog

The create map dialog provides different possibilities to add a map definition to an existing file.

To add a map to an existing file

■ ChooseNewMap from the context menu of an existing file.

The file and the database will be preselected in the following dialog. There are now several
data sources possible for themap definition: an Adabas ADAFDU input file with appropriate
comments (see the examples files in the demodb subdirectory of Adabas), a DDM exported
fromNatural,or you can interactively add the definitions in the subsequent dialogs (free hand
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map). The following extract from the emp.fdt file shows the syntax for comments in the FDT
file, which are then read and converted by the Data Designer into long names:

1 , A0 ; personnel-data
2 , AA , 8 , A , DE,NC,NN,UQ ; personnel-id
2 , AB ; id-data
3 , AC , 4 , F , DE ; personnel-no
3 , AD , 8 , B , NU,HF ; id-card
3 , AE , 0 , A , LA,NU,NV,NB ; signature

Important: Select the database and file where the new map definitions are to be stored.
This can be the same database as files for which the maps are defined, or it can be any
other database.

After you have selected the source, the next dialog provides the possibility of adding/changing
long names for the FDT.
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Notes:

1. The entry in the field File Namemust be unique.

2. Most of the definitions cannot be changed because an Adabas file definition cannot be
changed dynamically.

The dialog for creating a so-called free hand map for an existing Adabas file is similar to the
one shown above.
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Click on the button Finish to complete the map definition.

Browsing Adabas Data with Maps

Select the database and file specified for the maps and double click, or open the Data Browser via
the context menu. All fields that are defined in the map with long names are shown, and can be
used for browsing the data.
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Creating a new Adabas File

There are two ways in which you can create a new Adabas file with the Data Designer:

■ Choose Create a new free hand Adabas file and Map without reference from theNewMap
dialog;

■ Import a file definition from an existing file, such as an XML schema or an Adabas FDT file.
Choose Import file or new->file from the context menu.
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Free Hand Adabas File and Map

You can use the following dialog to create a new FDT and the related mapping.
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Click the Add Group/Field button to add fields to the FDT, and a default entry for the field will
be added. All types and options can be changed in the Field entry editor:

To add a group or periodic group, choose the appropriate type from the dialog and then add the
fields to the group.

Choose the appropriate parent field from the drop down box Parent Group Field. Existing fields
can be changed to be part of a group.
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To add a sub- or super descriptor, click the Add a Sub/Superdescriptor button. Select the field
that should be added and specify the length and click the Add button.

Note: It is not possible to modify fields that have already been added. In order to change
the descriptor, it is necessary to cancel the dialog first and then add the descriptor again.
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Create a new Adabas File and Map from an existing Definition

This new file dialog supports two different file formats to load a definition from a file and create
a new Adabas file with the corresponding map definitions:

■ An Adabas ADAFDU input file;
■ An XML schema file.

The next dialog shows all fields and can be used to change the field definitions as required.
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Choose whether to create a map definition and where to store it.
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